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ABSTRACT 
By means of the concept of group inverse of a matrix we study limiting properties 
of a collection of stochastic matrices {P,, E E [0, 111, where VE E [0, 11, P, E lQnx” 
and where P, = lim, _ ,, P,. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
INTRODUCTION 
In the sequel n E N is a fmed natural number and all matrices are 
elements of [w”’ ” unless explicitly indicated otherwise. 
Let P be a stochastic matrix. Then it is well known that 
p := hm 
z + P + **. +pt-’ 
t-m t 
exists. Under those circumstances one has F = lim, _ m Pt. 
Let M * be the group inverse of M := Z - P. Then p = Z - MM *. Let 
now {P,, E E [0, l]} be a collection of stochastic matrices with PO = 
lim E _ 0 P,. We will study the behavior of { FS, E E [0, 11) by means of the 
concept of group inverses, as elaborated in a paper by Robert [l] and applied 
to Markov chains by Meyer in [2]. In order to make this note also readable for 
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the novice in group inverses, we give all the necessary definitions and 
theorems. 
GROUP INVERSE OF A MATRIX 
We denote by 9(M) th e range of a matrix M, and by&M) the null 
space of M. 
LEMMA 1 (See [I]). For all y E R” there exists a unique x E 3% M) 
with Mx - y E&M) if and only if R” =9(M) @AM), i.e., R” is the 
direct sum of .99(M) nnrl Jv( M >. 
DEFINITION. Let M be such that [w” =9(M) @Jt/( M). Then M*: R” 
+ R”, the group inverse of M, is defined as follows: 
M*y :=x ES(M) with Mx - y C/V(M). 
LEMMA 2 (See [I]). Let M := 1 - P with P stochastic. Then R” = 
&Ml w~M). 
LEMMA 3 (See [I]). Let M be such that R” = S’(M) @.H M). Then 
2(M”) =9(M) anclA’tM’) =&Ml. 
MAIN RESULTS 
In the sequel we will apply the foregoing in the following context: We are 
given a collection of stochastic matrices {P,, E E [O, l]] with the following 
property: 
lim P, = P,, . 
E + 0 
THEOREM. Let p E N, p < n, be such thatf;,r some Z E [0, l] we have 
dim Jy(I - P,> = p VE E [O, El. Then, with M, = I - P,, we have 
lim E--‘c,M: = Mt. 
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An important ingredient in the proof of this theorem is the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let xs EA%‘(.&_) and x0 = lim,,OxE. Then x0 E9(J0). 
Here {M,] is as in the Theorem. 
Proof. We have dim 9( M,) + dim J$ M,> = n V.F E [O, 21, where E is 
as in the statement of the Theorem. Hence dim 9( MC> = n - p tic E [0, E]. 
But this implies that for E small enough, possibly after some permutation of 
the columns, M, = [M,‘, Mj] with rank M,’ = n - p. So for E small enough, 
E > 0, we have x, = M,’ yE. 
Assume now, to the contrary, that I yJ contains a diverging sequence. 
Then we find 0 = M,‘Q with 11 rj (1 = 1, but tl ris contradicts the independence 
of the columns of Mt. Hence we may assume that lim, ~ ,, yS = yO; hence 
*0 = Md yo, and we are done with the proof. n 
We continue with the proof of the Theorem. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We know that M,* exists for all E E [0, I]. In the sequel we will prove 
that M,* y converges to M: y, when E + 0, where y E [w” is arbitrary. 
By definition we know MFxE - y = rz with h4,r, = 0 and with x, E 
S’(_JY~), or M,* y = x,. 
Assume to the contrary that {x,) contains a divergent subsequence. We 
know that /Jr-,]] = //JUCx, - yll ,< IIM,x,lI + II yll < IlA/r,ll Ilx,lI + II yll, where 
IIxJ( is the Euclidean norm of x and (I M,ll is the induced norm of M,. So 
assume I( x,(1 --* a, and consider Fe := rEI /Ix, (1 and Xc, := X, I Ilx,ll. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that lim, _ a Fz = i, and lim, _ 0 G, = 2,. 
So we find I14,2 = i with //zi?]/ = 1 and M,i = 0. Therefore M$$ = 0, 
and therefore, because of Lemma 3, x^ E&M,). We also have X, ES@ M,); 
hence x^,Z(M,) and, because of Lemma 4, we find x^ ~9?( M,,). As &‘(M,,) 
@ 9( M,,) = R”, we arrive at a contradiction, and therefore {x,} does not 
contain a divergent subsequence. Hence {I,] contains a convergent subse- 
quence, so we may assume, without loss of generality that lim, _ “x, = xg 
and that lim, ~ 0 rE = ro. 
Therefore we find M,x, - y = r. with x0 ~9% M,) and M,r,, = 0, or 
M: y = x0, and hence 
lim M,* 
c-0 
y= limx,=x,=hlKy, 
E-0 
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and as we took y arbitrarily from R”, it follows that lim, ~ 0 M,* = M,*, and 
we are done with the proof. 
We will now state and prove the converse of the previous theorem. 
CONVERSE THEOREM. Let (P,, E E [O, 11) be such that lim, -) OP, = P, 
and such that, with M, := I - P, , one has lim, -t 0 MC* = M,. Then there is 
un Z E (0,l ] such that V’E E [O, E], dim&M,) = p < n. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is a sequence {E ’ + O} with 
dim&M,,) = j? and dimAM,) > 6. Now consider an arbitrary y,, E 
AM,,) and x0 = M,* yO. Then we have M, x0 - y0 = rO, M,r, = 0, x0 E 
9?(M,). Hence MAX, - M,,y, = M’x, = M,r, = 0; hence x0 C&M:) = 
&M,) by Lemma 3. Therefore x0 = 0. So M,* y0 = x,, = 0. 
Now M,* = limE+O M,*. Therefore M,* y0 = lim, ~ 0 M,* yO. But M,* y0 
:= x, is equivalent to M,x, - y0 E&M,) and x, ES’(M~), or MExE - y0 
=r E, x, E 9( M,), M, rE = 0. We know lim, ~ 0x, = 0, therefore lim, ~ OrE 
exists. So we have y. = lim, _ 0( - r,), where M, r, = 0. 
Now take a basis { yh, yi, . . . , yg} cJv( M,). Then the previous argu- 
ments make clear that for .s sufficiently small, dim&M,) 2 p, and this 
contradicts our assumption. Therefore, indeed, we have the conclusion of the 
converse theorem. n 
IMPLICATIONS FOR MARKOV CHAINS 
We will now see what the implications of the previous results are for 
FE = Z - M,M,*, where FE := lim,,,(Z + P, f ... +Pi”-‘j/t andwhere M, 
= z - P,. 
Suppose that the Markov chain associated _with P, consists of precisely r 
ergodic classes, VC E [0, l]; then lim, ~ o P, = P,. This can be seen as follows. 
After possibly a permutation of the states {1,2, . . . , n) we have 
Dl( &) 0 -a- 
0 D,( &) *.* 
p,= ; ; ..* 
0 0 . . . 
ME) ME) **. 
where the matrices Di(&) are square and irreducible and ~(C(E)) < 1, 
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where ~(C(E)) is the spectral radius of C(E). We know (see for instance [3, 
Theorem 1.4, Chapter 2]), that ~(DJE)) = 1 and ~(DJE)) is a simple 
eigenvalue. This implies that rank Z - P, is equal to n - r Ve E [O, 11. 
Hence the previous results apply and we are done. 
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